FEATUERS

398 MALARIA WARS
Can malaria be eliminated from the Mekong region before multiple-drug resistance makes it untreatable? By L. Roberts

403 Skirmishing over the scope of the threat
By L. Roberts

404 Rubber workers on the front lines
By L. Roberts

405 THE UNLIKELY DIPLOMAT
Myaing Myaing Nyunt fled Myanmar in 1988; now she is back, forging alliances against malaria By L. Roberts

407 THE VILLAGE RECRUITER
In tests of a controversial strategy, advance liaison to often-skeptical villagers is crucial By L. Roberts

ON THE COVER
Migrant workers such as this man, one of nearly 50 workers employed at a farm in Palin, Cambodia, near the border with Thailand, are at especially high risk of contracting malaria. Reaching them is one of many challenges facing an ambitious new effort to wipe out all malaria from the Greater Mekong subregion by 2030. See page 398. Photo: Jeffrey Lau
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391 REFUGEE CRISIS BRINGS NEW HEALTH CHALLENGES
Imported pathogens are a much bigger threat to migrants than they are to Europeans By K. Kupferschmidt

392 HOW SIGN LANGUAGES EVOLVE
Young sign languages develop in predictable ways, offering clues to language evolution By C. Matacic

393 NO DEADLINE, FEWER REQUESTS
National Science Foundation trial spurs drop in proposals By E. Hand

394 TEMPLETON GRANT FUNDS EVOLUTION RETHINK
$8.7 million to test controversial ideas about how organisms influence their evolution By E. Pennisi

395 THE TINNIEST TITAN
Fossil shows that even the youngest titanosaurines were ready to take on the world By P. Monahan

396 DATA CHECK: WHEN THE PAYOFF FOR ACADEMICS DROPS, COMMERCIALIZATION SUFFERS
A change in Norway’s laws leads to sharp drop in the number of patents and startups by academics By J. Mervis

397 CADAVER STUDY CHALLENGES BRAIN STIMULATION METHODS
Unusual test of transcranial stimulation shows that little electrical current penetrates the skull By E. Underwood
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PERSPECTIVES

408 WASTE NOT, WANT NOT, EMIT LESS
Reducing food waste in the supply chain and at home can help to reduce carbon emissions By J. Aschemann-Witzel

410 ELECTRONS CATCH A TERAHERTZ WAVE
Far-infrared fields control ultrashort electron pulses By C. Ropers

411 MINERAL CLUES TO PAST VOLCANISM
A study of zircon minerals from around the world shows that volcanism is a key driver of long-term climate change By L. Kump

413 RISK LITERACY IN MEDICAL DECISION-MAKING
How can we better represent the statistical structure of risk? By J. T. Operskalski and A. K. Barbey

415 PAINTING MAGNETISM ON A CANVAS OF GRAPHENE
Hydrogen adatoms can give long-range magnetic order to graphene By S. M. Hollen and J. A. Gupta